Mobile Security
and Usage Control

Security
Corrata Protection is On

Key Advantages
Corrata operates on any iOS
or Android Device, with or
without an MDM.
Corrata is simple to deploy
and manage avoiding the
complex configurations of
competing solutions
Corrata works unobtrusively
in the background
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Prevent phishing, malware infection and data
loss on company smartphones and tablets.
Filter and block access to malicious content,
including downloads from unoffical app stores.
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Compliance
Stop access to risky apps and websites. Remove
distractions by limiting access to entertainment
and social media sites during working hours.
Filter websites and apps accross Wi-Fi, cellular
and roaming.

Corrata never compromises
user privacy
Corrata operates on the device meaning traffic is never
rerouted through a proxy or
gateway

Control Data Roaming

Account Repor t
Select D evic e

Select Policy

Select Dat e

Cap non-work related data when roaming abroad
to avoid unnecessary mobile costs.

Total Ce llular Data
xxx G B
Domestic Data
xxx G B
Roaming Data
xxx G B

Set customized policies tailored to suit the needs
of different type of employee: executive, office
based, field based etc.

xxx G B

Simplicity
Corrata is simple to deploy with a once-off
employee friendly onboarding process.
INSTALL

www.corrata.com

Corrata is hassle free requiring zero
management or administration.
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Features
Mobile Security

Robust Web and App Filtering
Block access to inappropriate content considered harmful or illegal. Keep
employees productive be limiting usage of social media apps and streaming sites.

Data Roaming Control
Corrata makes it easy to implement data roaming controls on any device.
Set daily/monthly caps on data roaming usage and blacklist high bandwidth
entertainment apps. Whitelist business critical apps so employees can always get
the job done.

“

Corrata’s security protects
employees from phishing
and malware attacks and
helps us spot jailbroken,
misconfigured and outof-date mobile devices
instantly and take action.
Inappropriate apps and
websites are filtered out,
eliminating potential
misuse of company
resources and helping
to limit work-time

“

Prevent malware infection and keep devices secure. Protect user credentials
by preventing the latest email, sms or social media scams from reaching your
employees’ phones. Identify devices which are poorly configured e.g. no passcode.

Kyle Tate, IT Manager

MaxGen Energy

Uncompromising User Experience
The Corrata App operate unobtrusively in the background providing control and
security without impacting on device performance or employee experience.
Corrata provides timely, personalized usage alerts and has a low power and
memory footprint.

Ease of Deployment
The Corrata solution works with any iOS (10.5 or later) or Android (6.0 or later)
device. Deployment is a simple, once off, employee friendly onboarding process.
Deploy directly through the Apple and Android app stores or through an MDM.

Privacy and Confidentiality
By operating ‘on device’, Corrata avoids the privacy, confidentiality and
performance compromises of gateway based solutions.
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